Objective: Epilepsy is a disorder of aberrant cortical networks. Researchers have proposed that characterizing presurgical network connectivity may improve the surgical management of intractable seizures, but few studies have rigorously examined the relationship between network activity and surgical outcome. In this study, we assessed whether local and global measures of network activity differentiated patients with favorable (seizure-free) versus unfavorable (seizure-persistent) surgical outcomes. Methods: Seventeen pediatric intracranial electroencephalography (IEEG) patients were retrospectively examined. For each patient, 1,200 random interictal epochs of 1-s duration were analyzed. Functional connectivity networks were constructed using an amplitude-based correlation technique (Spearman correlation). Global network synchrony was computed as the average pairwise connectivity strength. Local signal heterogeneity was defined for each channel as the variability of EEG amplitude (root mean square) and absolute delta power (lV 2 /Hz) across epochs. A support vector machine learning algorithm used global and local measures to classify patients by surgical outcome. Classification was assessed using the Leave-One-Out (LOO) permutation test. Results: Global synchrony was increased in the seizure-persistent group compared to seizure-free patients (Student's t-test, p = 0.006). Seizure-onset zone (SOZ) electrodes exhibited increased signal heterogeneity compared to non-SOZ electrodes, primarily in seizure-persistent patients. Global synchrony and local heterogeneity measures were used to accurately classify 16 (94.1%) of 17 patients by surgical outcome (LOO test, iterations = 10,000, p < 0.001). Significance: Measures of global network synchrony and local signal heterogeneity represent promising biomarkers for assessing patient candidacy in pediatric epilepsy surgery.
zone, or the network of structures responsible for generating and transmitting epileptic seizures. 4, 5 For most patients, pharmacotherapy is sufficient to control excitation within the epileptogenic zone. 6 However, approximately one third of patients develop medically refractory seizures that may be amenable to surgical intervention. 7 Epilepsy surgery has proven efficacy in reducing seizure frequency, enhancing perceptions of self-worth, and improving neurodevelopmental outcomes for many patients. 8 Unfortunately, a high percentage of pediatric patients (~40% for extratemporal lobe epilepsies) have unfavorable surgical outcomes marked by persistent seizures and/or functional deficits. 9 Intracranial EEG (IEEG) is a clinical procedure in which electrical activity is sampled directly from the cortex with relatively high spatial and temporal resolution. 10 Although IEEG recordings are traditionally assessed by visual inspection, recent advances in computing power and automated IEEG techniques have allowed researchers to study cortical synchronization across visually inaccessible spatiotemporal scales. At the global (i.e., multi-electrode) scale, functional connectivity encodes the statistical similarity of electrical events between all pairs of electrodes, thereby measuring synchronized activity across distributed cortical networks. 11 At the local (i.e., single-electrode) level, synchrony within local neuronal populations can be characterized by the signal amplitude and/or the distribution of power across the frequency spectrum. In epilepsy, alterations in local signal features and global network synchrony are routinely observed in the between-seizure (i.e., interictal) state, and past studies have shown that the removal of hypersynchronous regions correlates with favorable surgical outcomes. 12, 13 In a recent study, researchers characterized functional connectivity in 23 adult temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) patients, finding that a simple analysis of global network connectivity was sufficient to predict surgical outcome with 87% accuracy. 14 This study raises the possibility of using interictal network measures as prospective biomarkers for assessing surgical candidacy, which would transform the surgical management of intractable seizures. Although the findings of Antony et al. 14 hold tremendous promise, further investigation is needed to define the clinical utility of the approach. The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between interictal connectivity networks, cortical synchrony, and surgical outcome in a group of pediatric IEEG patients. As a global measure of network synchrony, we extracted functional connectivity networks and determined the mean connectivity strength across electrode pairs. To describe activity at the local scale, we examined the variability (i.e., "heterogeneity") of EEG amplitude and absolute delta power (0-4 Hz, lV 2 / Hz) across epochs and compared signal heterogeneity between seizure-onset zone (SOZ) and non-SOZ electrodes. We hypothesized that global network synchrony and local signal heterogeneity would reliably differentiate patients with favorable (seizure-free) versus unfavorable (seizure-persistent) surgical outcomes.
Methods

Clinical data
The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) Institutional Review Board approved this study. Recordings were analyzed retrospectively from 17 patients who underwent phase II presurgical IEEG evaluation at CHOP between the years of 2002 and 2009. Patients were selected based on the availability of spatial electrode maps, detailed seizure markings, and limited presence of IEEG artifact. Implant decisions were not influenced by this study, and consent was obtained from each patient's family prior to inclusion. Review of patient charts provided descriptions of implantation site, histopathology, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) description, and epilepsy history. Surgical outcomes were assessed by primary neurologists at last patient contact (minimum postoperative duration = 2 years) using the modified Engel classification system: 15 class I, seizure-free; class II, significant improvement; class III, worthwhile improvement; and class IV, no improvement. Patients with Engel class I were assigned to the seizure-free group (Sz-Free, n = 9), whereas patients with Engel class ≥II were assigned to the seizure-persistent group (Sz-Persist, n = 8).
EEG acquisition
Clinical recordings were acquired at 200 Hz using a Telefactor Beehive 32-128 channel Cable Telemetry Encoder (CTE) digital synchronized video-EEG recording system with 16-bit amplifiers (Astro Med Corp, West Warwick, RI, U.S.A.). Subdural grids and strips with embedded platinum electrodes (2.3 mm exposure, 10 mm spacing) were used for all patients (Adtech Medical Instrument Corporations, Racine, WI, U.S.A.). Data were subjected online to 60 Hz notch filtering, and voltages were referenced online to an epidural electrode strip distant from the suspected epileptogenic region. Two experienced pediatric epileptologists (EDM; BEP) visually inspected each patient's entire IEEG recording for seizures and independently marked the following parameters: (1) time of earliest electrographic change at seizure onset; (2) time of unequivocal seizure offset; and (3) the SOZ channels. Consensus between the IEEG readers defined the SOZ for use in later analyses.
EEG segmentation
For each patient, 1,200 non-overlapping interictal segments of 1-s duration (total IEEG per patient = 20 min) were extracted randomly from the IEEG record (Fig. 1A) . The epoch duration was chosen for consistency with previous studies and to balance the conflicting demands of signal quasi-stationarity and sufficient data samples. 16 Epochs were selected to occur at least 10 min from the nearest seizure and were not screened by time-of-day or physiologic state. Epochs were filtered (0-50 Hz) offline using a finiteimpulse response (FIR), phase-invariant digital filter implemented in EEGLAB v13.5.4b. 17 A combination of custom MATLAB 2016a scripts (Mathworks, Natick, MA, U.S.A.) and EEGLAB plug-ins facilitated manual inspection of filtered epochs. A reviewer (SBT) blinded to patient and electrode identity discarded epochs containing excessive artifact and marked channels with persistent electrical noise for exclusion.
Functional connectivity
Functional connectivity was calculated using the zero-lag Spearman rank correlation coefficient between all possible electrode pairs (Eq. A1.1). Pairwise correlations (ranging from À1 to 1) were computed within each epoch (Fig. 1A) and averaged across epochs to obtain a single channel-bychannel connectivity matrix per patient (Fig. 1B) . Because Spearman coefficients are non-normally distributed, raw correlation values were normalized by Fisher-Z transformation prior to cross-epoch averaging. 18 Entries along the diagonal (i.e., self-connections) were forced to 0. The Spearman correlation was favored in this study because it is a nonparametric measure that captures both linear and nonlinear relationships. 18 
Global network synchrony
Two approaches were used to characterize global synchrony within functional connectivity matrices. First, the average of the off-diagonal matrix entries (i.e., mean connectivity strength) was computed and compared across outcome groups using two-tailed Student's t-tests.
14 Then, the cumulative probability distribution (CPD) of edge weights (i.e., connection strengths) for each patient's functional connectivity matrix was calculated (edge weight increment = 0.005). The average CPD curves for Sz-Free and Sz-Persist groups were compared using the nonparametric Functional Data Analysis (FDA) technique detailed elsewhere, 19 with surrogate iterations (k) set to k = 10,000. The issue of interictal spikes influencing functional connectivity measures has been raised in multiple studies. 20, 21 In this study, we used an automated spike detection algorithm developed previously by our group 22 and validated against expert pediatric epileptologists to characterize spike activity. For each patient, full-duration interictal EEG recordings were submitted to the spike detector, and 10 segments of 10,000 interictal spikes were randomly extracted for calculation of interictal spike density (spikes/channel/ min) (Tomlinson SB, et al., Frontiers in Neurology). Correlation analysis was then performed to evaluate the relationship between interictal spike density and global connectivity strength.
Local signal heterogeneity
Local signal heterogeneity refers to the variability of EEG signals across epochs at each electrode contact. In this study, two measures of local heterogeneity were examined: Because the Spearman correlation is an undirected measure, connectivity matrices are symmetric about the diagonal. (B) Pairwise correlation coefficients were averaged across epochs to generate a single channel-by-channel functional connectivity matrix per patient. The mean and cumulative probability distribution (CPD) of off-diagonal matrix entries were used to characterize global network synchrony. Epilepsia ILAE the signal amplitude (root mean square, RMS), and the absolute spectral power (lV 2 /Hz) in the delta frequency range (0-4 Hz) (Fig. 2) . Emphasis on these two signal features was motivated by previous studies finding increased interictal RMS amplitude 20 and regional delta power 23 within SOZ channels. Thus, the goal of this analysis was to compare patterns of local signal heterogeneity in SOZ and non-SOZ electrodes.
To quantify local signal heterogeneity, epochs were first de-trended (linear) to mitigate variability introduced by electrode impedance and implant location. 20 The channelwise RMS amplitude was then computed within each epoch (Eq. A1.2). Amplitude heterogeneity was computed for each electrode by taking the standard deviation of RMS values across epochs. Epochs were then tapered with a Hamming window (duration = 1 s) and decomposed via discrete fast Fourier transformation in MATLAB (frequency resolution = 1 Hz) to obtain the power spectrum. The channelwise absolute delta power (lV 2 /Hz) was computed for each epoch by averaging power values across the 0-4 Hz frequency range. Delta heterogeneity was then computed for each electrode across epochs as above (Fig. 2B) .
To compare amplitude and delta heterogeneity between SOZ and non-SOZ channels, difference scores (SOZ -non-SOZ) were computed for both measures by subtracting the mean of SOZ channels by the mean of non-SOZ channels. This procedure yielded two measures for comparison across the surgical outcome groups. Group comparisons were conducted using the Student's t-tests (two-tailed) with a Bonferroni-adjusted significance threshold of p ≤ 0.025.
Support vector machine analysis
A linear-kernel support vector machine (SVM) learning algorithm was used to determine if a combination of global synchrony and local heterogeneity measures could accurately classify patients by surgical outcome. In this study, two predictor variables (global synchrony and local heterogeneity) were used in the SVM classification. Mean connectivity strength was used as the global synchrony predictor variable. For the local heterogeneity predictor, principal components analysis (PCA) was used to collapse across the two local measures assessed in the study (i.e., amplitude and delta heterogeneity SOZ/non-SOZ difference scores). Component scores from the first principal component were then submitted as the local heterogeneity predictor variable. This process ensured that both local measures were utilized in an unbiased manner when performing patient classification. The performance of the SVM classifier was evaluated nonparametrically using the "Leave-One-Out" (LOO) technique. 
Statistical reporting
Unless otherwise specified, group statistics are presented as mean (l) AE standard deviation (r), and p-values correspond to comparisons between the two surgical outcome groups (Sz-Free; Sz-Persist) using two-tailed Student's ttests.
Results
Clinical data
Patient characteristics are presented in Table 1 . Nine patients were included in the Sz-Free group (Engel class I), whereas eight patients were assigned to the Sz-Persist group (Engel class ≥II). No differences were noted between the outcome groups in terms of resection age (p = 0.20), implant size (p = 0.98), percentage of electrodes analyzed (p = 0.90), epochs analyzed (p = 0.26), or fraction of electrodes included in the SOZ (p = 0.84). For most patients (16/17, 94.1%), SOZ electrodes were distributed across multiple implanted grids and strips. Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) was the most common histopathologic diagnosis in the cohort (n = 15/17), with Taylor-Type IIa as the predominant subtype. 24 Of the 10 patients with FCD type IIa, 7 (70%) were members of the Sz-Persist group. The majority of Sz-Persist patients (7/8, 87.5%) had nonlesional MRI studies, whereas the majority of Sz-Free patients (6/9, 66.7%) exhibited at least one MRI-resolvable cortical lesion (two-tailed Fisher's exact test, p = 0.050) (Table S1 ). Other variables such as epilepsy duration, seizure frequency, and implant duration were not noticeably different across groups (data not shown).
Global network synchrony
Average functional connectivity matrices for eight representative patients (four Sz-Free, four Sz-Persist) are shown in Figure 3A . Inspection of the matrices suggests that connectivity strength is increased in Sz-Persist compared to SzFree patients. To quantify this observation, the mean connectivity strength was computed for all patients (Fig. 3B,  left) . Comparison across outcome groups revealed a significant increase in mean connectivity strength among Sz-Persist (0.144 AE 0.038) compared to Sz-Free (0.092 AE 0.030) patients (p = 0.006). In addition, average CPDs of edge weights were significantly different between the two groups ( Fig. 3B right, FDA test, iterations = 10,000, p = 0.008), with a rightward shift in the Sz-Persist curve indicative of increased global connectivity strength. To assess whether global connectivity measures were related to interictal spike activity, we estimated spike density (spikes/chan/min) for each patient (Table 1) . No difference in interictal spike Age at time of operation ranged from 3 to 16 years (mean AE standard deviation = 9.88 AE 4.04 years). Patients were assigned to MRI lesional (+) or MRI nonlesional (À) groups following review of MRI imaging reports. The modified Engel scale was used to quantify surgical outcome and define outcome groups (Sz-Free, SzPersist). Manual epoch rejection excluded an average of 39.9/1,200 epochs (3.33%). Interictal spike density (spikes/chan/min) were estimated using an automated spike detection procedure R, right; L, left; F, frontal; T, temporal; P, parietal; Hemi, hemisphere; SOZ, seizure-onset zone; FCD, focal cortical dysplasia (Taylor-type).
Group differences (bottom row) were assessed using Student's t-tests. The average of the off-diagonal matrix entries (mean connectivity strength) was significantly greater in Sz-Persist patients compared to Sz-Free patients. Middle: Cumulative probability distributions (CPDs) encoding the distribution of off-diagonal matrix entries were averaged for Sz-Free and Sz-Persist patients (edge weight increment = 0.005). Right: Functional Data Analysis (FDA) was used to compared Sz-Free and Sz-Persist CPD curves. The observed curve difference exceeded 99.2% of the permutation distribution (gray), yielding a p-value of 0.008. Epilepsia ILAE Next, to investigate whether global connectivity differences were driven by specific regions of the recording field, 20 we separately examined connections between pairs of SOZ channels (SOZ-SOZ), SOZ and non-SOZ channels (SOZ-NSOZ), and non-SOZ channel pairs (NSOZ-NSOZ) (Fig. S1) . No difference in mean SOZ-SOZ connectivity strength was observed between Sz-Free (0.180 AE 0.060) and Sz-Persist (0.227 AE 0.112) patients (p = 0.33). Similarly, no group difference was observed for mean SOZ-NSOZ connectivity (Sz-Persist: 0.082 AE 0.071; Sz-Free: 0.071 AE 0.083: p = 0.77). However, a significant increase in NSOZ-NSOZ connectivity strength was observed among Sz-Persist (0.167 AE 0.045) compared to Sz-Free (0.097 AE 0.032) patients (p = 0.002). Average CPDs of NSOZ-NSOZ edge weights were significantly different between the two outcome groups (FDA test, iterations = 10,000, p = 0.002) but not for the SOZ-SOZ or SOZ-NSOZ analyses (Fig. S1, lower) . These findings suggest that the global connectivity differences observed between Sz-Free and Sz-Persist patients are driven primarily by connections outside of the SOZ.
Local signal heterogeneity
Local signal heterogeneity was characterized by measuring the variability of RMS amplitude and absolute delta power across epochs (Fig. 4) . For both measures, difference scores (SOZ -non-SOZ) were computed for each patient by subtracting the average of SOZ channels from the average corresponding to non-SOZ channels. We observed dramatic increases in both the amplitude heterogeneity difference score (p = 0.008) and the delta heterogeneity difference score (p = 0.007) for Sz-Persist patients compared to SzFree patients (Fig. 4) . Thus, increased signal heterogeneity within SOZ compared to non-SOZ electrodes was a marker for seizure persistence.
Patient classification using SVM
Global synchrony and local heterogeneity measures were submitted to an SVM learning algorithm to assess whether a combination of predictors could be used to predict surgical outcome (Fig. 5) . Mean connectivity strength was used as the global synchrony predictor variable. Collapsing across the two local heterogeneity difference scores using PCA yielded a first principal component (PC #1) explaining >99% of the data variance. Component scores from PC #1 were submitted as the local heterogeneity predictor. The sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of the SVM were assessed using the LOO method and compared to permutation distributions (iterations = 10,000) to determine statistical significance.
14 Based on surgical outcome, the SVM classified patients with 100% sensitivity (LOO, p < 0.001), 87.5% specificity (LOO, p = 0.041), and 94.1% accuracy (LOO, p < 0.001).
Discussion
Epilepsy surgery has been a lynchpin in the treatment of intractable seizures for decades, but modern preoperative Increased heterogeneity of RMS amplitude and absolute delta power characterize the SOZ in Sz-Persist patients only. For each patient, difference scores (SOZ -non-SOZ) were computed for the amplitude heterogeneity (left) and delta power heterogeneity (right). Sz-Persist patients exhibited increased heterogeneity difference scores of both amplitude and delta power compared to Sz-Free patients (Student's t-tests, p < 0.01). Epilepsia ILAE assessments are insufficient to ensure seizure-free outcomes. In this study, we investigated whether interictal IEEG activity could be used to assess risk for postsurgical seizure recurrence on an individual-patient basis. We found that measures of global network synchrony and local signal heterogeneity differed between favorable (Sz-Free) and unfavorable (Sz-Persist) outcome groups. Furthermore, a supervised learning algorithm was able to use interictal measures to predict surgical outcome with impressive accuracy (16/17, 94.1%) despite tremendous variability in patient history, implant location, and electrode configuration.
Measuring global network synchrony revealed increased mean connectivity strength in Sz-Persist patients compared to Sz-Free patients (Fig. 3) . Furthermore, we found that global connectivity differences were driven primarily by increased connectivity strength outside of the SOZ (i.e., NSOZ-NSOZ) in Sz-Persist compared to Sz-Free patients (Fig. S1) . Thus, diffuse synchrony across the electrode implant extending beyond the neurologist-defined SOZ was a marker for unfavorable surgical outcome. Functional connectivity within the epileptic brain has been studied extensively in recent years (see Haneef and Chiang 25 for review), but few studies have investigated the relationship between network connectivity and surgical outcome. One recent study by Antony et al.
14 examined interictal functional EEG connectivity in 23 adult patients with TLE, finding increased global connectivity strength in seizure-persistent patients compared to seizure-free patients. This finding is consistent with the results from the present study. We note that the congruence of the two studies is compelling given the major differences in methodology and patient population, suggesting that the relationship between connectivity strength and surgical outcome is robust to these differences. Increased global connectivity strength in Sz-Persist patients may reflect a more diffuse distribution of underlying cortical abnormalities. Indeed, the majority of SzPersist patients in this study exhibited nonlesional MRI presentations (7/8, 87.5%), suggesting that the epileptogenic focus is not as discrete or confined as may be observed in MRI-lesional patients. Furthermore, networks with increased global connectivity strength may be more resilient to surgical resection by offering alternate pathways for activity to spread when individual nodes are excised. Future simulation studies examining the effect of targeted node deletions on network function in seizurefree and seizure-persistent patients would provide valuable insights into this relationship between global connectivity strength and surgical outcome.
Next, local signal heterogeneity was assessed by calculating the variability of RMS amplitude and absolute delta power across epochs, and comparing heterogeneity in SOZ versus non-SOZ electrodes. We found increased signal heterogeneity in SOZ electrodes compared to non-SOZ electrodes, primarily among Sz-Persist patients (Fig. 4) . Increased signal heterogeneity within the SOZ may reflect the presence of transient bursts of high amplitude, focal slow activity intermittent with periods of low amplitude fast activity. Both signal features have been linked extensively to the SOZ, whereas regional delta bursts are thought to implicate thalamocortical projection neurons. 26 Indeed, The sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of the classifier were determined using the "Leave-One-Out" (LOO) method and assessed using nonparametric permutation tests (iterations = 10,000). The sensitivity (9/9, 100%), specificity (7/ (Fig. 4) . We propose that subcortical network nodes serve as "common source" inputs driving highly synchronous oscillations across the cortical surface, 18 leading to elevated synchrony in both SOZ and non-SOZ regions (i.e., consistent with the findings among Sz-Persist patients). Although the present results support the subcortical extension model of seizure persistence, future research is needed to adequately scrutinize this hypothesis.
The global synchrony and local heterogeneity analyses yielded synergistic insights regarding the interictal organization of epileptic networks across outcome groups, with both findings pointing to more diffuse network abnormalities in Sz-Persist patients. Group differences alone, however, cannot improve presurgical management for any individual patient. Using a combination of local and global measures, we demonstrate that a linear-kernel SVM algorithm accurately classified 16 (94.1%) of 17 patients by surgical outcome (Fig. 5A) . Although 100% accuracy was not observed in this study, the classifier performed exceptionally well at classifying individual patients given the variability of the dataset. In the study by Antony et al., 14 researchers trained an SVM learning algorithm that predicted surgical outcome with accuracy similar to the present method (87%). However, the patient cohort in that study was limited to adult TLE patients with consistent IEEG implants who ultimately received a standard temporal lobectomy. In this study, we observed strong predictive performance of the SVM classifier despite tremendous variability in the presentation and surgical management of the examined patients. We therefore expect the present methodology to generalize to a diverse range of epilepsy patients.
When evaluating the utility of our EEG-based methodology, it is important to note that several clinical variables in the study were strongly associated with surgical outcome (Table S1 ). For instance, the presence or absence of MRIvisible cortical lesions predicted surgical outcome but did not reach the performance of the EEG-based algorithm (MRI 13/17, 76.5% vs. EEG 16/17, 94.1%). This finding is consistent with previous studies demonstrating that nonlesional MRI imaging is correlated with unfavorable epilepsy surgery outcomes among pediatric patients. 8, 27 The improved accuracy of our method suggests that our novel interictal methodology is sensitive to group differences that are not captured by more traditional clinical variables. Future studies will combine both clinical variables and signal processing to develop robust, multivariate outcome prediction models.
Despite the promising results of this study, future investigation is needed to address limitations and further define the clinical utility of the method. For instance, although the classifier performed extremely well, one seizure-persistent patient (patient 03) was misclassified as seizure-free. This patient exhibited mean connectivity strength similar to other Sz-Persist patients but resembled the Sz-Free group with regard to the local heterogeneity measures. Because difference scores between SOZ and non-SOZ electrodes were used in calculating the local heterogeneity predictor, it is possible that the epileptogenic focus was undersampled during the implant, leading to erroneous SOZ -non-SOZ difference scores. Incorporating additional predictor variables that do not require SOZ -non-SOZ comparisons may allow for accurate classification of this patient. Alternatively, increased sampling of the brain may improve the performance of the classifier.
Other limitations include the lack of consideration for several temporal variables (e.g., time of day, sleep and wake state, proximity to seizures) in our analysis. The use of a random and large number of epochs per patient (n = 1,200) presumes that the epochs were distributed evenly between the two outcome groups and any temporal contribution would be averaged across the data. Future analysis could better assess if these temporal features would improve the accuracy of our measure. Finally, for this initial investigation, an amplitude-based correlation technique was used to characterize functional connectivity because the simplicity and efficiency of these methods are well-suited for the clinical setting. Considering that many techniques can be used to characterize EEG connectivity, replicating our global connectivity findings using a phase-based connectivity approach (e.g., spectral coherence) may bolster the generalizability of the study. Based on previous research finding similar performance between amplitude-based and phasedbased connectivity methods, [28] [29] [30] we predict that the results would not noticeably change using a different measure of functional connectivity.
In the present study, we examined interictal network synchrony in pediatric IEEG patients with drug-resistant epilepsies. We identified robust differences in global synchrony and local heterogeneity measures that were sufficient to predict surgical outcome with impressive accuracy. These findings suggest that the organization of the epileptogenic zone and the distribution of the underlying cortical abnormalities can be reliably assayed from presurgical recordings, thereby contributing useful information to neurologists assessing surgical candidacy. study, Thuy-My Le (CHOP) for her review of the manuscript, and Dr. Christopher Vecsey (Swarthmore College) for his thoughtful conversations. Finally, the authors are indebted to the patients and families who participated in this study.
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